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OVERVIEW

Counterfeiting continues to be a massive problem for consumer product com-
panies across industry segments and geographies. Whether pharmaceutical 
products, luxury items, personal care & beauty, electronics or just about any 
product category. Counterfeiting contributes to massive revenue losses, loss 
of trust among consumers, brand value erosion and very often risks to the 
consumers and buyers of counterfeit items as well.

Hologram stickers were introduced by several brands as an anti-counterfeit-
ing solution assuming they would be difficult to replicate. Today, a hologram 
printer can replicate them for a few cents a piece. Hidden codes in packaging 
images and image detection based solutions allow the user to point a phone 
camera at the product packaging and identify certain image markers to as-
certain if a product is genuine. However, counterfeiters are often resource-
ful and photograph the entire packaging and replicate them including the 
markers rendering this ineffective. QR-code based solutions and data matrix 
codes are also easy to photograph and replicate off one package and print 
for counterfeits. Most solutions offered today have loop holes counterfeiters 
are able to exploit.

The primary issues has long been:

a. Detection & reporting of instances of counterfeit items
b. Ability of counterfeiters to outsmart anti-counterfeiting measures
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THE CONNECTED SMART PRODUCTS 
APPROACH TO A SOLUTION
One of the key advantages of using the QLIKTAG Connected Smart Products 
Platform is the ability to easily serialize and identify every instance of your 
product with a digital twin created on the platform. While serialization has 
been somewhat restricted to electronics, pharmaceutical, healthcare devices 
and similar industries, with the QLIKTAG Platform, any category of products 
can be digitally serialized, stored against the digital twin and identified indi-
vidually with a QLIKTAG. This would allow for authentication of your product 
at an individual serial instance instead of at a SKU level giving you more gran-
ular data insights.

The second critical part of this approach is the use of a “Trusted NFC” sticker 
or packaging insert. A standard NFC sticker when tapped would be identi-
fied by a fixed NFC identifier embedded within the sticker. However, that is 
possible to replicate and if a counterfeiter can get the identifier off one NFC 
sticker, they can use that to configure others. However, a Trusted NFC sticker 
or insert generates a new key real-time on every tap which will be authenti-
cated against the server record at that moment in time making it impossible 
to replicate.

When a consumer or a partner within your supply chain uses their NFC en-
abled smartphone to tap the product, the Trusted NFC equipped packaging 
will return a URL for that products digital twin on the QLIKTAG Platform along 
with an authentication key generated for that tap and valid for a short time 
period only. Along with this other data such as location, IP, user information 
and more can also be appended to the request. If authenticated, the server 
will send back a success notification communicating to the user the product 
is authentic. If the authentication request fails, an email alert can be triggered 
with details and a log can be maintained with the ID of the product, batch it 
belonged to, location co-ordinates of the failed authentication attempt and 
other data. While building a solution like this, a dashboard map can be creat-
ed with instances of these logged failures to spot multiple instances of failed 
authentication happening within specific locations so they can be investigat-
ed. If a few failure instances pop up, they can be ignored. However if there’s a
trend of multiple authentication failures appearing on a part of the map, it 
could indicate a counterfeiting problem in that area that needs to be looked 
into.
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CONFIGURING THE QLIKTAG PLATFORM

For this solution, the main entities for which digital twins were maintained are: 
Batch, Product SKU, Product Serial Item and TrackLog. Tracklog is a dis-
tinct, stand-alone entity which records all business transactions against each 
Batch or individual Serial Item. It is set up separately and associated with the 
Batch & Serial Item entities.

1.  Configure Your Entities & Data Models

Ideally for this solution, the main entities for which digital twins can main-
tained for this solution are:

a. Product Batch
b. Product SKU
c. Product Serial
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Under the ‘System Configuration’ section, select ‘Data Models’ and either 
‘Add’ and use the drag & drop designer to design your own data models for 
these 3 entities or select & modify from the library of pre-loaded data models 
available for products. 

Once your data models have been finalized, under the ‘Entities’ section, cre-
ate the 3 entities selecting the correct “Data Model” to be assigned for each 
before saving and activating these entities. In order to structure the depen-
dencies so that a Product Serial belongs to a Product SKU and a Product SKU 
can only exist under a Product Batch, select the ‘Set Entity Associations’ 
section and define these dependencies.
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In order to complete the configuration of your products as “Connected 
Things”, you can configure ‘Rules & Validations’, ‘Lists’ of values that may 
be referred to by attributes within your data models and ‘User Roles & Per-
missions’ for colleagues and other users you may want to provide access for 
within the platform. Finally, you may choose to customize the ‘Views’ or user 
interface screens that will allow you to view and edit your product instances 
within the platform.

2.  Completing Configuration
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3.  Process for Creation of Digital Instances

Once your Entities & System have been configured, you can design a pro-
cess for creating Digital Instances for each item you manufacture and send 
to market within the QLIKTAG Platform. All required platform APIs are avail-
able to integrate your processes and other systems to ensure a new digital 
instance is created each time a new batch or serial instance of a product is 
manufactured or ready to go to market.

The “Digital Interaction Editor” can be used to design a post-authentication 
landing page for the product which loads after a successful authentication 
and offers some product information and an experience to the consumer. 
The design could include product specific or batch specific content such as 
images, product instructions, suggestions, use by date or simply a thank you 
note to the user for taking the time to authenticate their purchase. Similarly, a 
second interaction can be designed to show up on a failed request warning 
the user that the product they tapped has failed the authentication test and 
may be a counterfeit. The interaction design can include a form for the user 
to report the product and submit details of the product, where they found it, 
where it was purchased, what it looks like and information that can help in-
vestigate a potential counterfeit.

4.  Design Digital Interactions to Display a Post     
 Authentication Product Experience
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5.  Process for Including Trusted NFC       
 Stickers or Inserts

A “Trusted NFC” sticker or packaging insert would have to be added to the 
product packaging which is capable of sending the product URL along with 
the dynamically generated key which changes on every tap. Please contact 
info@qliktag.com to request more information on these “Trusted NFC” tags if 
you would like us to connect you to our partner company that manufacturers 
them.
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6.  Authentication of the Request

When the Trusted NFC is tapped a request will be sent to the authentication 
server which runs a check of the dynamically generated key on the product 
Trusted NFC tag end against the key simultaneously generated on the server, 
authenticate it and return a pass or failed message back to the user and app.

The URL generated by the Trusted NFC would look like this:

http://a.qlkt.ag/ik?tagID=11006050&amp;tac=98B94C21AEF4DB3794B-
83D6A69D1EF568C0E0C43

Note: This key is generated by the Trusted NFC sticker real-time, changes with 
each tap and only valid for a short duration. It can’t be replicated.

tac=98B94C21AEF4DB3794B83D6A69D1EF568C0E0C43



7.  Analysis of the Data

As users are tapping the products, user details, device details, location, IP 
and other data can also be sent appended to the URL request. A log of suc-
cessfully authenticated requests and failed requests can be logged by devel-
oping your solution on top of the QLIKTAG Platform APIs. You may choose to 
send email alerts of failed requests to certain people within the organization 
or plot them on a geographical map to create a dashboard to see trends of 
failures develop in specific locations.
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Conclusion

This document serves only as an example of how an intelligent authentica-
tion and anti-counterfeiting solution can be built by enabling your products as 
connected smart products using the QLIKTAG Platform. With the use of Trust-
ed NFC stickers and inlays which generate real-time keys that are impossi-
ble to replicate and using the QLIKTAG Platform to enable your products to 
maintain a digital instance of themselves over the internet, the guidelines can 
help the products deliver critical information about themselves and develop 
a robust solution to detect and curb counterfeiting.
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